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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we study the existence of a nontrivial solution and Lp(RN) 
bifurcation of the following semilinear elliptic eigenvalue problem: 
-Adu+u=Q(x) IuI%, AER,xER~ 
u(x) + 0 as IxI+ +a, 
where Q(x) is a given function in RN and Q(x) > 0 (x E RN), 
Q(x) E C(RNL 
furthermore we assume that 
4 
13o,o<a<--- 
N-2 
lim Q(x) = Q exist 
1.X + oc 
if N>3,0<0< +co if Nd2. 
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For 1 < p < +co. there is L”-bifurcation at & if there exists a sequence 
{(A,, u,,) > of nontrivial solution of (1.1) such that 
i,, + i, and I%Ip + 0 as n+cc, 
where (.Ip denotes the usual norm of L”(RN). 
Many authors have investigated the existence of nontrivial solutions of 
(1.1). Such as P. L. Lions [S, 61, W. Y. Ding and W. M. Ni [4], etc. They 
obtained the following elegant result: 
“If Q(X) >, Q, then the problem (1.1) possesses a nontrivial solution.” 
Here, we are interested in the case that the condition “Q(X) 3 Q’ fails to 
hold. The result in [ 10, 53 tells us that the inlimum 
inf Z(U)/UEH’(R~)\{O}, JR* (13. lV~~~+u~)rl.r=~~,,, Q(x) lulut2dx} 
i 
cannot be attained if 0 < Q(x) < Q and Q(X) $ Q, where 
z(u)=; jRN (1” lVu12+u2)dx---& jRN Q(x) )uI~+~ dx 
is a variational functional corresponding to (1.1). Thus, it is impossible to 
obtain the existence of nontrivial solutions of (1.1) by using the standard 
variational method if 0 < Q(x) 6 Q and Q(x) + Q. 
On the other hand, it is well known that problem (1.1) always possesses 
a nontrivial solution if Q(x) is a radial symmetric function (see [2,4], etc). 
This fact inspires us that the existence of a nontrivial solution of (1.1) can 
be ensured if Q(x) satisfies a suitable symmetry condition. In fact, this kind 
of problem has been systematically investigated by P. L. Lions [6, 71 under 
the condition of some group symmetry. Naturally, a more interesting 
problem is how to give a specific condition for Q(X) in order to ensure the 
solvability of (1.1). Thus, in Section 2 of this paper, we prove the existence 
of nontrivial solutions of (1.1) for Q(x) satisfying some specific assump- 
tions. At the same time, we prove a complete, fundamental proof for the 
compactness result in [6, 71. 
From [9, 131 we know that there is a H’(RN)-bifurcation at I = 0 for 
problem (1.1). In Section 3, we will consider the Lp(RN) (1 6 p 6 +co) 
bifurcation of (1.1) and show that: at point A= 0, there is LP-bifurcation if 
1 <p < + co and there is no LP-bifurcation if p = +cc (see Theorem 3.7). 
In [lo], C. A. Stuart made a systematic study of the LP-bifurcation 
problem for the following semilinear eigenvalue problem :
-Au + Au = Q(x) IuI” u, XERN 
u(x) --* 0 as x--t +a. 
(1.4) 
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In particular, for problem (1.4) with Q(x) satisfying “Q(x) 3 0,” he proved 
that there is LP-bifurcation if p E (max{ 1, Na/2}, + co) and there is no 
Lp-bifurcation if PE (1, NO/~) at A= 0. So we find that the bifurcation 
phenomena of (1.1) at 1. = 0 is very different from the bifurcation 
phenomena of ( 1.4) at %=O. 
2. THE EXISTENCE OF A NONTRIVIAL SOLUTION 
In this section, we discuss the existence of a nontrivial solution of ( 1.1). 
For the sake of convenience we denote 
%= {(& U)E R+ x C2(RN): (i, u) 
is the classical solution of Eq. ( 1.1) and u f 0). 
S= (A, U)E R+ x H’(RN): u + 
and I (2 vu vu + uu) dx w 4’ 
4 t-t’\ 
Q(x) 1~1” uudx=O, Vud,“(R“‘) 
from [ 10, Theorem 4.71, we have that 8 = S and for any (A, U) E S 
u E Lp(RN) n C2(RN) n W2,y(RN) for 16p< +co, 1 <q-c sm. 
(2.1) 
Furthermore, U(X) has exponential decay at infinity and 
IWx)l -+o as /xl + +cc. 
In what follows, we will study the existence of a nontrivial solution of 
(1.1) when Q(x) has some symmetry. 
Let O(N) be the orthogonal transformation group defined by all the 
orthogonal linear transformation on RN and G be a subgroup of O(N). For 
any XE RN\ {0}, let /G,I be the number of the different points of G acting 
on x (if G is an infinite group, let IG.,/ = +a), then we set 
ICI =inf{IG,J :xER~- {O}}. 
For any f(x) defining on RN, we call ,f(x) a G-symmetric function if for 
any gEG, XE RN, we have f(gx)=f(x). 
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EXAMPLE 1. Let Q(x) be an even function, i.e., Q(x) = Q( -x), and let 
G, = {id, -id} (id is the identical map on RN), then Q(X) is a G,-symmetric 
function and 1 G, 1 = 2. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let Q(x) be a radially symmetric function, i.e., Q(x) = 
Q(\xl) and let Gz = O(N), then Q(X) is a G,-symmetric function and 
lG21 = +oo 
EXAMPLE 3. Let Q(x) be an axially symmetric function, i.e., Q(X) = 
Q(,t,, . . . . llil, . . . . Z,,,), where X,E RN,, Cy=, Ni= N, set 
G, = {g : g E O(N) satisfying gx = x if 
x = (a,) . ..) 1 ,, . . . . a,,) with ,Ti = 0} = O(Nj) 
then Q(x) is a G,-symmetric function and 
Let H,b-(RN) = ( u E H ‘(RN) : U(X) is a G-symmetric function > obviously, 
Hb(RN) is a Hilbert space with the norm of H ‘(RN), here we define the 
norm of H’(RN) as llul12=jR~ (A IVu12+u2) dx, in general, we denote 
ll4n = II4 H’(Q)’ We will solve the problem (1.1) in HL( RN). First, we 
consider the asociated energy functional of (1.1) in H :;( RN), 
z(u)=; jR,v (2 Iv4z+ IWirl\--& j,,, Q(x) IuI~+~ dx (2.2) 
and we denote 
(2.3) 
J’>.= UE H’(R”)\{O} :.r,* (A IVul’+ Iu12)dx=[R,v Q(x) lul”+2d-x) 
i 
(2.4) 
V”= zi~H’(R~)\{O}:jn~,, (iJVk12+/~12)d~=jlgr @I~@‘+~dx} 
i 
(2.5) 
m,=inf{Z(u):uEV;}, my =inf{Z’(u):tlEV;‘l. (2.6) 
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The following compactness result is due to Benci and Cerami (see [ 11). 
A similar result is also obtained independently in [ 121. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let { un} be a sequence such that 
(i) I(u,,)+c as n+ +co (2.7) 
(ii) I’(u,,) -+ 0 in Hp’(RN) as n + +x8. 633) 
Then there are a number k E N v (O}, k sequences of points ( y!,),,, N such 
that y’,+ +ac; as n + +co, (1 <,j< k), k + 1 sequences of functions 
M> neN~ H’(RN) (0 6 j 6 k) such that .for some subsequence, still denoted 
by b4 
0) u,(x)=4Xx)+C:=, u;(x-Y:) (2.9) 
(ii) u:(x) -+ u’(x) as n + +a0 strong1.v in H1(RN) (2.10) 
(iii) u’,(x) + u’(x) as n + +cc strongly in H1(RN) (1 < j<k), 
(2.11) 
where u” is a solution of ( 1.1) and uJ f 0 ( 1 < j 6 k) are solutions of 
i 
-;IAu+u=~~u~“u, xgRN, PER+ 
UE H’(RN). 
Moreover when n -+ + co 
I/u,l12+ ll~“l12+ i lIuil12 
j= 1 
I(#,) + Z(uO) + i Z”(u’). 
/=I 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
From this lemma, we have 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let {u, } E H k ( RN) be the sequence in Lemma 2.1, and 
suppose k3 1, then k> IGI. 
Proof The proof will be divided into two cases: 
(a) N>2; (b) N=l. 
For case (a), since ui~ H’(RN) (0 <j< k), it follows that for any E > 0, 
there exists a R > 0 such that 
IIu’(x)ll - llu’(x)ll B(0, R) <G (2.15) 
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where and in what follows we suppose that B(.u,, R)= {XE R” : 
Ix-x~I CR}. Thus, for 16j6k we also have 
Ilu’(x - Y!)/l - Ilu’(*y - Yi)ll /qv:,, R, < & 
According to the conditions 
(2.16) 
lJ!l -+ +a as ~++cE 
we can suppose (by choosing a subsequence if necessary) that { y:,} has an 
asymptotic direction I,, where 1, is a unit vector in RN. Without loss of 
generality, we may assume I, # li (i # j, i, ,j = 1, . . . . k). 
For n large enough, we can construct a cone P, c R” with vertex at 
origin, axis 1, and vertex angle v such that B(yk, R) c P, (j= 1, 2, . . . . k), 
where,v will be determined later. Then, as n large enough, from (2.16) we 
have 
IIu.‘Il - ll4~~-Y~)llq~ /Iuill - Ilui(x--y~)ll.(.,:..)<&. (2.17) 
Now we prove k 3 IG( by contradiction. If IGI > k, by the definition of 
ICI, there at least exist g,, g2, . . . . gk, gk+, l (3 such that g,(l,)#g,(l,) 
(i#j, i,j= 1, 2, . ..) k, k + 1 ), let PT = g,( P, ), 17 = g, (I, ). If we choose v 
small enough, it is easy to know that PT n P,* = C$ (i # j, i, j= 1, 2, . . . . 
k + 1) and for any P, E (P, : i = 1, 2, . . . . k) there at most exists one 
P$ E {Pl* : i= 1, 2, . ..) k + l} such that PT* n P, #d. Since k + 1 > k, there 
at least exists a POE {P* : i= 1, 2, . . . . k + 1) such that PF n P, = 4 
(j= 1, 2, . . . . k), i.e., 
(2.18) 
Using (2.13) (2.15), (2.17) and {un} cHL(R”) we know that, as 
I?+ +a, 
O(l)= lI&l12- l/u0112- i IIU’(X-J’;*)~~2+0(1) 
/=I 
3 Il~~l12-~/l~oII~~~.~~+~~- i IWL-,:)ll,,+ke)+O(l) 
( /=I 
= II~,/IZR~\,~(o,R)u(U~=,P,,-(k+ l)e+O(l) 
3 II~,,IIZpf,B(O. R, -(k-t l)c+O(l) (by (2.18)) 
= Il~nl/ZP,~~~o.,z-(k+ l)~+O(l) (by G-symmetry of u,,) 
= llu’(x-~,!,)#a,-(k+ l)~+O(l), 
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i.e., 
So we obtain a contradiction for the arbitrary of E, thus k > {Cl. 
For case (b), it is easy to know that [Cl = 1 or IGl =2. If k>, 1, /Cl = 1, 
the result is trivial. For lGj = 2, by Lemma 2.1 there exist {y’,} c RN, 
{ui,)cH1(RN), (ui}~H’(RN) (O<j<k) such that jy’,j + +oo as 
n+ +co and (2.9) (2.10) (2.11) (2.13), (2.14) hold, by extracting a 
subsequence (if necessary) we may assume yl, -+ + co as n -+ + ccj. If 
k< (GI =2, then k= 1, using IGI = 2, similar to the case (a) we also get the 
contradiction. Q.E.D. 
In order to use the Mountain Pass Lemma in HL( RN), we set J(U) = 
Z(u) I H;CRNj, it follows that: 
LEMMA 2.3. Zf Q(x) is a G-symmetric function and Q > 0, then J(u) 
satisfies (PS),, condition for CE (0, JGI m,:). For instance, ,for any 
{un> c Hk(RNh if 44 + c as n + +oo, and J’(u,) -+ 0 in H, ‘(RN) as 
n+ +co, then there is a subsequence of {u,,} convergence strongly in 
Hk(RN). 
Proof. Let {u,} c Hk(RN) satisfy 
4%) + c as n++co (2.19) 
J’(h) + 0 in H;‘(RN) as IZ+ +co. (2.20) 
First, we claim that 
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O(l) + (k + 1)&3 I/~1(x-Yf,)l12,, 2 Hu’(x-Y~)II.,,~, R) 
= lI~‘bdB,o,R,=~>0. 
Z’(u,,) -+ 0 in Hp’(RN) as n-++c0. (2.21) 
In fact, because HL(RN) is a closed subspace of H1(RN), H1(RN) has an 
orthogonal decomposition, 
H’(RN)= H;(RN)@(H;(RN))‘. (2.22) 
Thus for any cp E H’(RN) we have 
cP=%+(P& where (POE Hk(IWN), cph E (Hk([WN))l. 
As n + +co, by (2.20) 
I(~‘(f4lh cpG)l = I(J’(%)> (PG)I = O(l) IIYGII (2.23) 
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I(~‘(u,L cp,i)l = I(-J&,+u,,-Q(-x, I~,,l”~,,, &)I 
= I Cut,> cp; h,,,Rv) - (Qb, IA(r u,,> cp;, 
= -(Q(x) I~,,/~ u,,, cp;, (because u,, E HA(P)). 
If we can prove 
(Q(x) I~,I~~,,, rp,l)=O 
by (2.23) we have 
(2.24) 
I(~‘(%)> CPII = I(~‘(%), cpc) + (I’(%), d)l 
6 I(J’(kJ, cpc) + (I’(%), ‘p; 1 
GO(l) II(PcllH’(W.\.) 
this immediately completes the proof of (2.21). 
Now we prove (2.24). For this purpose we consider the linear eigenvalue 
problem 
i 
-A Au, + v,, = Q(x) lu,(x)l” u,(x) -f,(x) 
u,(x) + 0 
(2.25) 
as x-+ +co. 
The associated homogeneous equation is 
-Ac+fu=O (2.26) 
i 
From [8, (Chap. III, p. 201 we know that (2.26) has a fundamental 
solution, 
G(x, Y)=(;)‘^‘-~“~ (P (-$ /I-I.) (2.27) 
and there exist two positive constants a and R such that for Ix - yl > R, 
G(x, y)= O(e-“i”pJ’i), 
dG ax.’ ()(e-“l”-“l), 
I 
(2.28) 
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where G(t) is a solution of Bessel’s equation: 
d*q N- 1 dcp 
dt2+ 
-dr-cp=o, 
t v(t) -+ 0 as t- 
v(t) = mx t) as N=2, Itj<l 
q(t) =O(t2 “) as N>3, ItI< 
cp( t) = O(e xt) with x < 1 for t < 1 
b 
(2.29) 
(From [8, 111, (2.29) admits a solution dependent on a single arbitrary 
constant and @(t)=e --A731 if N= 1.) 
By the definition of fundamental solution, (2.25) has a solution, 
u,,(x) = jR,v ; fn(.v) (3,~ Y) 4 (2.30) 
and for any g E G, using the G-symmetry of f,(y) we have 
= u,(x). 
Using (2.27), (2.28), (2.30) we can obtain that U,(X)E Hi(RN), thus 
cecx)IUnluUn,(P~)=(-~~~,+u,,cp~)=(~,,(P~)H1(W’)=O. 
From (2.19) and (2.21) it follows that {u,},~~ E H~(R“‘) satisfies the 
conditions of Lemma 2.1 in H’(RN), by Lemma 2.1 there exist k E Nu {0}, 
{y’,} cFN (1 <j<k), {z4;} cH1(RN), and u~(x)EH’(R~) (O<j<k) such 
that Iy’,l + +co as n + +co (1 djdk) and (2.9)(2.14) hold. Applying 
Corollary 2.2 we have k > IGI if k > 1, thus 
c=z(uO)+ 5 Zm(uj)kZ(uo)+ IGI rn,? 
j= 1 
i.e., I(u”) <c- (GI rn: <O (by the assumption: CE (0, Gl m,?)). 
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On the other hand, 
This is a contradiction. Hence k=O. It follows from (2.9), (2.10) that 
U, = uz + u” strongly in H’(R”‘) as n + +co. Thus (P.S)c condition is 
satisfied by {Us}. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let Q(x) be a G-symmetric function and Q(x) 3 
0 ICI pa/z (0 > 0), then problem (1.1) has a nontrivial solution u,. E H’(RN) 
for any A > 0. 
Proof From [2], there exists u* E H:(RN), u* > 0 such thut Z”(u*) = 
rn?, where H,‘(RN)= {ue H’(R”‘) : u(x)=u(IxI), XE RN], naturally, 
U* E Hk(RN), hence, by the behavior of the functional Jr and J we have 
rn,: =J”(u*) = sup Jx(tu*) 
120 
and there exists t, > 0 large enough such that J( tu*) < 0 for any t > to. 
Setting 
then 
r={wC([O, 11, H;(RN)):v(0)=O, v(l)=+*} (2.31) 
0 < c = irf,m,a,x J(U) ,< sup J(tu*). 
130 
(2.32) 
It is easy to show that there is a unique t* > 0 satisfying 
J(t*u*) = sup .z(tu*) and t*u* E v 1. . 
/20 
Therefore 
l(t*U*)=(;---&) (t*)Of2 .6; Q(x) ,u*,“+2dx 
=($A) (t*J2 JR,%, (i. IVu*12+ lu*12) dx 
= (t*)2 (;---&) jR,v 0 ,u*,“+2d,x. (2.33) 
409’154’1-9 
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Now we suppose IGI > 1 (because the case IGI = 1 is trivial), then 
Q(x) 2 Q JGI -a/z < Q, from (2.33) we obtain 
(;---&) jRN 0 l~*l’+2~x=(;---&) (f*)“joR,v Q(x) IW+2~x 
>(1-27) (t*)” IGI -O” j, 0 Iu*I~+~ dx 
hence t* < m, furthermore 
J(t*u*) = (t*)2 
< IGI (;---&) jR,v @ I~*l"+~dx= IGI m?. (2.34) 
From (3.32), (3.34) we have 
0~ c= inf sup J(U)< IG/ m,:. 
vsr U~Y 
By using the Mountain Pass theorem without the (Z’S) condition (see 
Theorem 2.2 in [3]) and noting the Lemma 2.3 we find that J(U) has a 
nontrivial critical point U E Hk(RN) such that J(C) = c and J’(U) = 0. From 
the proof of Lemma 2.3 we also have Z’(C) = 0, so u is a nontrivial critical 
point of Z(U) in H’(RN), that is, U is a nontrivial solution of (1.1) and U E S. 
3. BIFURCATION PHENOMENA 
First, we define 
P= UEH#P’)\{O} : jRN (A. IVu12+(u12)dx= jRN Q(x) IuI~+~cZX} 
1 
%j.=inf{J(u) : UE vi.}. 
Then we have the following lemma: 
LEMMA 3.1. Let u;, be a solution of ( 1.1) which is obtained in 
Theorem 2.4, then J( Uj,) = @I ;.. 
Proof For any u E pi,, using the behavior of functional J it is easy to 
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prove that J(U) = sup,,, J(tu) and there is a V,E~ such that J(U)= 
sup WE VU J(W), where r is defined in (2.3 1). By Theorem 2.4, 
J(Uj,)=C= inf sup J(w)< inf SUP J(w)= inf J(u)=ti,. (3.1) 
v E r M’ EI’ UE v, M’EQ” UE v, 
On the other hand, since ui E ~j, we have 
fi,= inf J(u)<J(u,) (3.2) 
UE P, 
the lemma follows immediately from (3.1), (3.2). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.2. m, > 0 and there exists 6 > 0 such that 
2(a + 2) 
O<6<llulJ2<- 
a 
J(u)for any UE P,. 
Prooj The proof is obvious. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.3. Zf N Z 1, Q > 0, then there is a positive constant E 
(independent of 1) such that 
tii < EA N12. (3.3) 
ProoJ: For R > 0 we set A = k2 and uk(x) = e-(l’k”r’, then 
II,& 
and 
bkl: = C,vkN, Iv”&=; Ivkl;=CNkN-2, 
where CN = jlWN e-‘lYi dy. Thus 
Let (p(uk) =jRN Q(x) IukJ”+’ dx, then 
(p(Dk)=/R,v Q(x)e~(“‘2)‘kIxldx=kN jR,v Q(ky)e-(“+2’IJ’ dy 
(3.4) 
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where A = min, E IWN Q(x)>0 (noting Q(x)E C(RN) and Q(x)>O, Q>O), 
B=AJIWNe -(~+2H.vl &>()). 
By the definition of V,, there exists sk E R+ such that skuk E P,, i.e., 
ll~k~klI*=(P(~k~k)=~;:+*~(~k). 
From (3.4), (3.5) and noting B > 0 we have 
(3.5) 
where E = (l/B)“” (2C,V)(0+2)‘0. Q.E.D. 
Remark. Applying Lemma 3.3 and Theorem 2.4 we obtain immediately 
that 2 = 0 is a H ‘( RN)-bifurcation point of (l.l), i.e., there exists a 
sequence of nontrivial solution of (1.1 ), denoted by {(A,, u,) }, a , , such 
that lim n-r += E.,=O and lim,, += 11~~11 =O. 
LEMMA 3.4. For the solution u, which be obtained in Theorem 2.4 there 
exists a positive constant E (independent of A), such that 
(u;Jy < EiNifZy’, (3.6) 
where qE [2,2N/(N-2)] ifN>3; qE [2,+cc) ifN62. 
Proof. The proof will be divided into three steps: 
(i) If N>3, by Lemma 3.2 
thus 
by using Sobolev inequality we have 
(3.7) 
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where l/q = 8/2 + (N - 2)( 1 - 0)/2N, i.e., (1 - 8)/2 = N(q - 2)/4q. Thus we 
have 
(ii) If N= 2, we use the inequality 
lulyd c Ivul;-“‘9’ lzp, qE CZ +a), rE CL sl 
with r=2 and noting (3.7) we have 
Jullq < CA”Y. 
(iii) If N= 1, we note the inequality 
bl,~cl4; IuI;-x, qE CT +a), rE Cl, 41, 
where a = 1 - r(q + 2)/q(r + 2), by taking r = 2 and using (3.7) we have 
I UA 1 4 < CA l/(*9). Q.E.D. 
Similar to [ 11, Lemma 5.81 we also have 
LEMMA 3.5. Supposing (1, ~4~) ES, then fir any qE [l, +CO) 
l”j.1~6 c lU,?l~~~, (3.8) 
where C is a positive constant independent of A. 
Proof: Multiplying (1.1) by ~~~~~~~ Uj, we obtain 
- s 1 Au, IuJ-~ ui, dx+ jRN lull’ dx= [RN Q(x) Iuj.l”+9 dx. (3.9) RN 
- 
s B(R) Au, J~~l~-~u~dx= -1 
3 Iq(9-2 u1 & 
M(R) an 
+ (q- l) s,,,) 
JUj,J4--2 IVUj,l’dx. 
Also by the exponential decay of ui, (see Section 2) 
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So from (3.9) we have 
s IWN Q(x) IG’+2 dx =lRN 1Uj.l’ dX + E”(q- l) JRN IUj,ly-l IvuJ2 dx 
That is 
LEMMA 3.6. Let Us be the solution given by Theorem 2.4, then there 
exists a positive constant E (independent of A) such that 
1~~1 6 EIN’(‘y) for qE [l,+co). (3.10) 
ProoJ: From Lemma 3.4 we only want to prove this lemma for 
(i) qE [l, 2) and 
(ii) qE [2N/(N-2), +a), (Nb3), 
For case (i), by Lemma 3.5, it is easy to conclude that 
luAlq< c Iu:Iq+ko 4’ / qtko for any qE [1,2), kENu (01, 
where C > 0 is a constant depending on k. If N >, 3, since 0 < cr < 4/( N - 2), 
we can choose a suitable k E N such that 2 < q + ka < 2N/(N - 2), from 
Lemma 3.4 we have 
i.e.. 
JUi.lq < E#lN’2q for qE [l, 2). 
Similarly, if N < 2, we can choose k E N such that q + ka B 2 since r~ > 0, 
by using Lemma 3.4 we can prove the lemma as above. 
For case (ii), setting A = k2 (k > 0), h(x) = Q(x) (uI(x)Iu uA(x) from (1.1) 
we have -k2 dun + u1 = h(x). Let v(x) = u,(kx) we find that 
-Au(x) = -k2 Au,(kx) = -u,(kx) + h(kx) = -v(x) + h(kx) 
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i.e., 
Thus 
-Au(x) + v(x) = h(kx), v E H’(RN). 
Ilull W2.P d c IWx)l, for l<p<+cc (3.11) 
by LP-estimate and (2.1). 
Using the Sobolev embedding, it follows that for 1 <p < +co 
14 < c Ilull W2.P G c Ih(~x 4’ 
where 
(3.12) 
pdqGNpI(N-p) 
ip 
if p< N/2 
69-c +m if p Z N/2. 
(3.13) 
Setting y = kx the inequality (3.12) becomes 
lUilq d ckN(l’y- ‘lp’ Ih(y 
and 
so 
luj.ly<CkN(“~-‘~P’ IUj.&y+,), 
where q satisfies (3.13). 
(3.14) 
Suppose that the desired estimate is true for qE [2, T), by Lemma 3.4 
we can suppose that T> 2N/( N - 2). Taking p = T/(o + 1) > 1 (since 
a<4/(N-2)), then it follows from (3.14) that 
Iuily < CkN(‘/Y- I/P) Iuil;+ 1 < CkN(W-(of l,/r,,,$fl+ l)N/2T 
= CkNh = c-N/Q 
3 where q satislies (3.13). 
If p 3 N/2, then the result is established. 
If p < N/2, then (3.10) holds for q E [Z, Np/(N - 2p)], since 0 < CJ < 
4/(N - 2), T 2 2N/( N - 2), it follows that Np/( N - 2p) > T. By letting 
NP T,=- 
N-2~’ 
p, A- 
a+ 1: 
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and repeating the above process we may construct an increasing sequence 
{T,} and an increasing sequence {pk} 
T<T,<T,< ... <Tk...; p<p, <pz< ‘.. <Pk< .-., 
where pi= T,/(a+ 1) (i= 1, 2, . . . . k, . ..). Ti+, =Np,/(N-2p,) (i= 1, 2, . . . . 
k, . ..). If pk Z N/2 for some k, (3.10) holds for q E [2, +co) and the result is 
proved. If pk < N/2 for all k EN, since Tk = (0 + 1) pk < N(a + 1)/2 and 
{T,} is increasing, we may assume lim, j co Tk = I, then I > 2N/(N - 2). 
From l/( T, + 1) = (N - 2p,)/Npk = (0 + l)/Tk - 2/N we have (r + 1 - 
21/N = 1, hence c = 21/N > (2/N)(2N/( N - 2)) = 4/( N - 2), this is contradic- 
tory to the assumption (T < 4/(N - 2), thus we can conclude that pk b N/2 
after a finite number of steps and the proof is completed. Q.E.D. 
Finally, we can state our result of bifurcation. 
THEOREM 3.7. Let the conditions (1.2) and (1.3) be satisfied and Q(x) 
be a G-symmetric function, o>O, if Q(x) > IGI paj2. 0, then there 
is LP-bifurcation of (1.1) at 3, = 0 for p E [ 1, + co) and there is no 
LP-bifurcation of (1.1) for p = +oo. 
ProoJ For p E [ 1, +co), the result then follows immediately from 
Lemma 3.4, Lemma 3.5, Lemma 3.6, and Theorem 2.4. 
For p= +co, by (2.1), for any (A, u~)ES we have u~EL” and lu,j:= 
SW Q(x) 1~~1 “+‘dx-A IVu,I:<lQ(x)I~ luAl”, l~~,lz that is Iu,~;~>C>O 
and the proof is completed. Q.E.D. 
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